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Abstract 
 
Neurological deficits resulting from spinal cord lesions, stroke and traumatic brain injuries frequently 
affect walking functions. Since the ability to walk influences the participation in social and economic 
life, its restoration through rehabilitation plays an important role in improving a patients quality of life 
[1]. Nowadays gate therapy is mostly achieved through electrically driven gait orthosis combined with 
partial body weight support, where rehabilitation sessions involve the constant repetition of 
physiologically correct gait patterns. We have earlier proposed that neuronal reorganization and 
functional recovery can be optimized by embedding rehabilitation in a task oriented paradigm [2] here 
we present the application of this concept to gate rehabilitation.  we have developed a virtual reality 
application that is capable of autonomously producing different procedural, virtual environments and 
rehabilitation tasks. The initial environmental variability is obtained by varying topography, weather 
condition, time, flora and fauna. These factors are constantly altered over time in a task dependent 
way. The application furthermore modifies rehabilitation tasks online through the assessment of a 
patients motor capability [3, 4]. Hence, using this technology we can enhance the ecological validity of 
the gate rehabilitation by defining terrain properties and tasks that implicitly define the gate patterns 
that the patient is supposed to exercise. We will present preliminary results of our system. 
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